
Test your knowledge on the “Vegas Tasting” game mat by betting your chips on 
the inspiration, style, origin (Old or New World), provenance (country), and the 
brewers of a beer you are tasting. If you are feeling confident in your answers, risk 
it all in Step 5! 
 
PRIX : Starting from $89/person + taxes * 

(beer included).

Invigorate your private events!

Discover different beers and learn more about this fascinating world while enjoy-

ing yourself. You don’t have to be an avid enthusiast of beer to play. Experienced 

connoisseurs and beginners all have the same opportunity to enjoy a memorable 

experience and win! Learn sommeliers’ tricks, taste great beer, test your knowl-

edge, and have fun!
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Blind beer tasting
through an interactive 
poker game
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How to play the game

Tasting of 3 beers over a 20-minute period 
for each beer. 

GAME MAT

Learn sommelier’s tips and 
tricks

Under the inspirational guidance of the 
evening’s sommelier, learn to identify 
wine characteristics: visual, olfactory, 
and taste.
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GAME STEPS
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5 POKER CHIPS FOR 
BETTING (1 per step)

EYE NOUSE MOUTH

* Adaptable presentation for each type of event. Add cold cut and cheese platters.

* Reservations required (minimum of six people).
* Travel expenses may apply depending on the 

location of the event

Follow our events!

For reservations :

Manoushka Ross, Booking Agent

514 792-9680
manoushka@vinsaufeminin.com

vinsaufeminin.com

Created by the renowned sommelier and 
host, Jessica Harnois. She was a prestigious 
wine purchaser and storage cellar manager 
for the SAQ (exclusive collection of 75 000 
wine bottles). She now chairs Vins au Féminin 
and has also created the popular range of BÙ 
wines available throughout Quebec.


